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Films to study
human ethics
A FILM festival on human
ethics is to begin in the
Capital today.

The Biomedical Ethics Film
Festival explores the issue of
personal digrrty and its role
in society through a range of
movies.

It will include showings of
the 1980 film the fleJhant
Man and Iris - a studl.y on
Alzheimer's disease, a con-
dition often raised when it
comes to patient dignity.
*.-It will take plaee at the ciqt's
Filmhouse and lasts uritit
Sunday.

Elusive roncept
gr $-T,nf["{i'g!t''H'
debates, such as on assisted
suicide, the concept of human
0jE1tf is used without any
clarifications.

-But this can cause problems
when commentators talk past
eac,h other because they 6ave
different understandings of
human.ilgnirX. For exariple, it
is possible to characterisi the

concept as representing some-
thing human persons can lose
if they behave or are treated in
an undig:nified manner.

Alternatively, it is possible
to consider human dignity as
something that is bestowed
equally amongst all human
beings and can never be meas-
ured nor diminished. This
understanding is, for instance,
embodied in the preamble of
the UN's 1948 Universal Decla-
ration of Human Rights which
affirms "tfie inherent dignity
and hdf the equal and inal-
ienable rights of all members
of the human family'' as "the
foundation of freedom, justice
and peace in the world".

Defining humaa dignity
is not an easy task But even
though it is a difficult concept
to characterise, this does not
mean that it is not extremely
importanl Indeed, the whole of
civilised society depends on this
concept as the basis of democ-
racy and responsibility.

The swenth Edinburgh Inter-
national Film Festival on Medi-
cal Ethics, which takes place at
the Edinburgh Filmhouse from
November 2,5-27, :illl.ll be used
to bring some clarifications to
this concept while also empha-
sising the reasons why it is vital
for Scottish society to continue
to protect and uphold inherent
human dignity.
Dr Calum MaeKellar,
director of research of the
Scottish Council on Human
Bioethics. Morrrincside
Road,Edinburgh
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